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Washington
D.C
March 18, 1988
The Honorable Senator Claiborne Pell
Chairman
Committee on Foreign Relations
United States Senate
Washington D.C.
Dear Senator Pell:
I greatly appreciated the opportunity to testify before the
Committee on Foreign Relations on February 19 to share my
concerns and to answer questions on the proposed treaty on
Intermediate Nuclear Forces.
I appreciated the opportunity to provide the Committee an
extended prepared statement.
I also especially appreciated the
serious manner in which you addressed your questions to me about
the policy process which led to the final USG decisions and
summit negotiations that produced the treaty in its current form.
You indicated toward the end of my testimony that you were not
sure you could follow the direction of my answers about the
policy process.
As I indicated, I would have preferred to be
able to support the treaty and related US policy. Because of my
vocation and my respect for President Reagan and the NSC, it was
not easy for me to testify critically about the process and the
flaws evident in the final INF/Summit results and to urge major
review and changes.
The thrust of my testimony to the Committee was four fold:
-- 1) President Reagan's declared criteria on arms control and
US-Soviet relations were undermined by summit fever and are not
being met in the proposed INF treaty and in the broader
negotiations package emerging for the spring summit.
-- 2)
The proposed treaty has basic flaws in its data
discrepancies, verification provisions, etc.; it can be fairly
readily circumvented by the Soviet Union; and, particularly with
"Montebello" modernization essentially unimplemented, it will
seriously undercut NATO deterrence while encouraging the European
left to press for even further defense cuts and unsound arms
control.
-- 3)
The proposed INF treaty and its related ratification
procedures directly, and injuriously impact on START and to SDI,
and this impact must be fully considered in the ratification
debate.
-- 4)
This May's INF-Summit package involves broader concerns
about US-Soviet relations, Soviet aggression abroad and
repression at home.
Just as the US-Soviet summits require the
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Executive Branch's integrated preparation and consideration, so
should the INF treaty be considered by the Congress as a
component of the broader summit package -- which includes Soviet
violations, human rights, regional conflicts, trade, deterrence,
SDI, other arms control etc. and -- which requires careful
Congressional review as part of a comprehensive and integrated
longer-range US strategy on meeting the Soviet challenge. I have
now incorporated into an Appendix to my Prepared Statement a
number of recommended treaty amendments, reservations and
conditions related to these broader concerns.
Concerning the question of how I expressed concerns to the
National Security Advisor or to the President, I indicated on the
specific INF issues my confidence in the integrity of the NSC
process and that I essentially agreed with the body of technical
decisions made before I resigned last August 31. However, I also
indicated that I had growing concerns since the Reykjavik summit
of 1986 about the evident risks of summit fever. These were
known, and to some extent shared, by my NSC colleagues.
I believe the evidence is clear that summit fever produced
adverse negotiations pressures within the Executive Branch,
concessions to the Soviets, unsound political deals with the
Congress, and pressures on our NATO allies on a variety of arms
control (and non-arms control US-Soviet issues beyond my specific
NSC staff responsibilities). Finally, I indicated that after I
resigned, last minute concessions were made on the INF treaty
(e.g. on data discrepancies, and Article XIV), and in our broader
diplomacy, which I would have strongly opposed in principle and
on which I would have had to resign.
I am pleased to enclose herewith the following documents for your
Committee's official report on the INF Treaty ratification
hearings:
1)
MY PREPARED STATEMENT -- reformatted and somewhat
revised, including a Personal Note and an Appendix with
recommended treaty amendments, reservations and conditions to be
considered during the ratification process.
2) TRANSCRIPT OF QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION -- revised and
retyped in clean text for the specific pages in which I presented
my informal opening remarks or responded to Committee questions.
3) MY LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT -- In response to questions
from you concerning communication of my concerns to my superiors,
I am providing as part of my testimony the text of the letter I
mentioned in my answer to you, which I wrote to President Reagan
before the December 7 summit meeting.
I understand that my
letter did not reach the President either in the rush to the
December summit, or subsequently. I believe it remains a valid
statement on current policy issues from one who served him in a
responsive position with great respect and seriousness for some
seven years.
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I thank you for your serious consideration of this letter and its
enclosures. I would be pleased to discuss these concerns further
with you. I am providing a copy to Senator Helms as well.
Sincerely,

Sven Kraemer
cc: Senator Jesse Helms
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SVEN F. KRAEMER
A Personal Note

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to meet with you today to discuss
the proposed treaty on Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF). The
issues we are discussing are of great consequence for our
nation's future.
As a former Senate staff member,
and currently assigned to a
House of Representatives staff,
I have a. direct
personal
appreciation of the vital role of the United States Senate, and
of the Congress as a whole, in sharing responsibility with the
Executive Branch for our country's defense and foreign policy.
Your responsibilities are great.
Let m;iebegin
perspective.

with

a

personal

note

to

put

my

testimony

into

It is not at all
easy for me to be here today to criticize
the
proposed INF treaty. But I believe profound concern is warranted
by fundamental flaws, illusions and dangers increasingly
associated with this treaty and with related US policy on arms
control and US-Soviet relations. In my brief, informal opening
remarks I will be drawing on a substantially more extensive
analysis of these issues that I am providing for consideration by
you and your Senate colleagues.
At the outset of my testimony, I would like you to understand
that I truly wish I could affirm this treaty and be optimistic
about our policy and about purported changes in Soviet behavior.
I have worked on these *issues for a long time, spending many
difficult hours wrestling with the serious problems involved. I
also know first
hand the meaning of war and the importance of
deterring it. I spent my early childhood as a British citizen
held in Germany during World War II, and later as an NSC staffer
I made nine official visits to wartime Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia.
It has been my-chosen vocation to work on arms control, foreign
policy and defense issues since I entered government service some
twenty-five years ago.
Much has passed since that time in 1963
when I joined the Kennedy Administration in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense.
For nine years -from 1967 to 1976 and for nearly seven more years
from 1981 until last September, I worked on the National Security
At the NSC I served four
the White House.
in
Council staff
presidents -- Johnson, Nixon, Ford and Reagan. During those
sixteen years on the NSC Staff, I served with 10 National
Security Advisors (Rostow, Kissinger, Scowcroft, Allen, Clark,
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McFarlane, Poindexter, Keel, Carlucci, and Powell). I had two
other National Security Advisors as professors before they took
on that awesome responsibility (Bundy and Brzezinski).
I also
served here as a Senate staffer with Senator John Tower for two
years in the late 70's. I currently serve as an Associate Staff
Member of the Appropriations Committee's Foreign Operations
Subcommittee of the House of Representatives and with Congressman
Jack Kemp (R-NY).
During my government service I have learned that sound arms
control efforts are far more difficult to achieve within and by
the US Government than is generally understood outside the
Government. In the academies, the churches cr the media, it all
seems simpler and the solutions more obvious.
I have found that our national government, and particularly our
president, must address arms control problems from a perspective
which has the prime constitutional obligation "to provide for the
common defense." There is the daily reality of defense,
deterrence and past history. There is the reality that other
nations are sovereign powers, and that some powers are hostile to
democracies such as ours and are pr'uvoked by our weakness rather
than by our strength -- our moral, economic and military
strength.
I tend increasingly to observe that democracies do not use arms
to launch wars against each other. It
is dictatorships,
particularly totalitarian dictatorships; that extend their
intolerance and their wars against their own people to subversion
and war abroad. Ultimately, therefore, the best basis for arms
control would be to have the protections and tolerance of
democracy throughout the globe. In this respect, the struggle for
effective arms control must be directly linked to the struggle
for the protection and expansion of freedom.
Because of the various government positions in which I have
served, I know that our nation's arms control efforts involve an
"xceptionally difficult pilgrimage for those officials who
seriously set out on this path. This pilgrimage brings important
ethical imperatives that set visionary goals that provide what
appear to be easy recipe solutions. Like "nuclear freeze"
proposals which engendered much fervor in recent years, such
recipes would soon lead us into worse situations.
The arms
control pilgrimage surely involves exceptional complexities and
serious dilemmas. High goals, yes, but also high risks.
My long-standing support and personal admiration for President
Reagan makes my witness today particularly difficult for me.
I
wish my words could reach him -directly, so that he would know I
was speaking in support of his principles, not against him.
I
have long consciously supported the insights of Ronald Reagan, as
governor, candidate and president.
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As an NSC staffer in the 1970's I shared Ronald Reagan's and
Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson's deep concerns about our nation's
so-called "detente" policies.
During President Reagan's 1980
presidential campaign, I served on his Platform Committee staff
and had a senior staff responsibility in drafting the foreign
policy and arms control sections of the platform on which he ran.
President Reagan's 1980 platform, with which he won a strong
national mandate, was for a policy of realism and peace through
strength in the cause of freedom. That mandate was overwhelmingly
reaffirmed by the American people in the elections of 1984.
When Ronald Reagan became President, I joined his 1980 Defense
Department transition team. Shortly after his inauguration, I
joined his National Security Council Staff and worked closely
with each of his National Security Advisors. For most of the past
seven years, until the end of last August, I shared major arms
control responsibilities within a small staff group that included
public servants of the highest caliber and integrity. As Director
of Arms Control I worked on analyses and options for the
President and represented the NSC in some ten interagency groups
on arms control from early 1981 until last fall.
It was an enormous privilege to serve in the NSC family with this
President. I care about the NSC people who work so hard against
great bureaucratic odds. I care about President Reagan, whom our
countrymen love, more than any other person I have ever served.
Regretably, I have had to come to the conclusion that the INF
treaty and its associated current policy framework on arms
control and US-Soviet relations endanger America and our allies.
We are in a deepening defense and diplomatic crisis. I firmly
believe, that the proposed INF treaty and the larger U.S.-Soviet
policy framework do not reflect President Reagan's declared
objectives. The evidence is becoming clearer every day.
On the other hand I believe I and many other serious people who
have expressed concern about the proposed treaty and the broader
context of current policies are faithful to the President's
proven insights and objectives. I regret that in the last months
of his Presidency these insights and objectives are increasingly
being pushed aside within the Executive Branch and the Congress.
If this trend is not rapidly reversed, I truly fear for our
nation's future.
Let me turn now to some of the specific major problems I see in
the content and in the policy context of the proposed INF treaty.
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THE INF TREATY, SUMMIT FEVER AND THE DEEPENING CRISIS
IN AMERICA'S DEFENSE AND DIPLOMACY
SUMMARY
America and her Free World Allies face a deepening crisis in
their defense and in their diplomacy.
The crisis is leading to
an unfolding tragedy caused by the pressures and illusions of
summit fever.
Its elements are emerging most clearly in the
fundamental flaws and risks evident in the proposed INF treaty
and in the framework of future negotiations at the US-Soviet
summit to take place in Moscow this May. The tragedy can only be
avoided by realism about required changes to the treaty, about
the increased threats to our security and freedom, and about the
need for a new course.
Profound concerns are raised by the INF treaty and its associated
summit package.
These concerns include the treaty's data
discrepancies and verification problems and its adverse impact on
deterrence, future arms control and US-Soviet relations.
The concerns also include possible political bargains during the
treaty's ratification process that would delay the early, phased
deployment of our Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) -- our
nation's best defense insurance policy. SDI is endangered by
Congressional and diplomatic restrictions being imposed on US
programs even though the Soviet Union is violating existing
treaties, including the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty.
In theory, the INF treaty stands on its own merits, is
effectively verifiable and will result in some four Soviet
weapons being dismantled for every US weapon.
In theory, the
proposed treaty is to bring a zero-zero result for an important
class of US and Soviet weapon systems -- the longer- and shorterrange land-based INF systems. In theory, Soviet military
capabilities and threats to peace will be reduced and stability
will be increased.
In theory, NATO will modernize its remaining nuclear and nonnuclear systems to bring them to the required levels to deter far
larger Soviet nuclear, conventional and chemical forces. In
theory, the treaty will be helpful to the arms control process
and to fostering a more moderate Soviet Union.
In theory, the INF treaty may sound good for arms control and
security, and as fulfilling the arms criteria established by
President Reagan. The reality, however, is very different.
As reviewed in the following analysis, the result of the INF
treaty and its
related May summit package, in practice is far
more likely to be zero for our own most credible deterrent forces
in Europe and a substantial increase in Soviet military
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capability and in its political and diplomatic
vis our NATO allies.

influence vis a

It will be relatively easy under the treaty for the Soviet Union
to increase its military capabilities against NATO, covertly or
by circumvention, by retargeting extra Soviet strategic missiles
which are very similar to the INF systems the Soviets are
supposed to dismantle. At the same time, the removal of the US
missiles, the aura of a new "Detente II" summitry and the effect
of increased Soviet diplomatic and disinformation efforts will
weaken NATO deterrence. Pressure will increase against NATO
modernization, for unsound arms control agreements and for
Europe's denuclearization and neutralization.
This likely result in Europe of the proposed INF treaty, will be
to the very significant advantage of the Soviet Union and to the
great detriment of NATO deterrence and global stability. In the
broader framework of US policy on arms control and US-Soviet
relations, the implications and price of the INF treaty will be
high, the risks to US and Allied security and freedom great.
The proposed INF treaty and its related negotiations package for
the May summit relate directly to strategic arms reductions
negotiations (START) and to SDI and have serious adverse
consequences for both. In the current steamroller rush toward a
START treaty to be readied for the May summit, serious START
issues are likely to be brushed aside and the fundamental data
and verification problems evident. Yet the flawed INF treaty will
be greatly compounded in START.
SDI faces two clear dangers. First, there appears to be a
pre-ratification deal between White House and Senate Democrats
commiting the United States to a "narrow" treaty interpretation
which would seriously restrict the US test programs. Second,
there is a likely summit package commiting the US to a seven to
ten year US adherence to the ABM Treaty.
In view of Soviet
violations of the ABM Treaty, such US commitments would be
unilateral while they would paralyse the accelerated, phased
deployment of our nation's best defense insurance policy -- SDI.
We would thus be severely constraining and delaying early
deployment of our own strategic defenses even though the ABM
treaty has been broken by Soviet violations and even though there
is increasing evidence of the Soviet Union's acceleration of its
strategic defense program across a broad spectrum of deployment
options leading to a full breakout from the ABM Treaty.
The INF-Summit package that is currently emerging rewards Soviet
violations of existing treaties with unsound arms control, and
unsound political and negotiations bargains on SDI. In addition,
we can anticipate the INF Summit to cause the US to downplay
Soviet human rights abuses and Soviet international aggression
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and to increase official US encouragement of a generous flow of
new commercial credits and advanced technology to the Soviet
Union.
Administration and Congressional proponents -of the INF treaty
urge an early vote on the merits of the INF treaty alone. They
not only dismiss the treaty's fundamental flaws as serious, but
also insist that ratification not be linked to consideration of
any of the broader policy issues above.
Yet the treaty's
supporters also praise the INF treaty as a first step in a series
of US-Soviet agreements to be inaugurated at the next summit.
In the national debate on the proposed INF treaty it is now
clearly necessary for the treaty's supporters and critics alike
to consider the treaty as a component of a far broader
negotiations package emerging for the Moscow summit this May.
It is essential that the proposed treaty be evaluated in direct
connection with its broader summit context to include realistic
assessments of militant Soviet behavior and future US-Soviet
relations. The treaty and all other aspects of the May summit,
must be evaluated not only in terms of their own merits and
flaws, but also in terms of their broader military and diplomatic
impact and in terms of the national requirement for an integrated
longer-term strategy for dealing with the continuing Soviet
challenge.
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THE INF TREATY, SUMMIT FEVER, AND AMERICA'S DEEPENING CRISIS
IN DEFENSE AND DIPLOMACY
I - SUMMIT FEVER AND RATIONALES FOR RUSHING TO PRAISE AND
RATIFY THE INF TREATY
The INF treaty has been caught in the rush of summit fever. So,
increasingly have virtually all other important aspects of our
defense, our diplomacy, and our security. In the last months of
the Reagan presidency, it is a high risk fever burning with
increasing intensity as our government prepares for the US-Soviet
summit meeting in Moscow this May.
The rush to praise and rapidly to ratify the INF treaty is on. As
serious issues are being brushed aside by treaty supporters, it
is useful to look at why this is happening and to review some of
the major rationales encountered among the treaty's advocates.
Supporters' rationales include the following:
-- 1. Leap of Faith. Some proponents praised the treaty and urged
its rapid ratification without change even before the treaty's
specific details gradually became.
-- It is surely a very risky leap of faith to vouch for a major
new national security contract before its important details are
known, particularly if previous contracts with the Soviet Union
have been broken by the Soviets. But then, as is spelled out
below, a major leap of faith is also involved in supporting the
treaty even after its details and implications are known.
-- 2. It Is (Supposedly) Congruent With President Reagan's Arms
Control Criteria. Some proponents, even after discovering, or
hearing others express, significant concerns about the treaty,
still
urge its rapid ratification as is because they believe it
accurately reflects President Reagan's declared arms control
objectives.
-- Such faith is simply not borne out by the facts on such issues
as compliance, verification, deterrence and linkage with other
aspects of the US-Soviet relationship and Soviet behavior.
-- 3. Soviet Concessions and Changes?
Some believe that the
treaty marks Soviet concessions reflecting a fundamental shift
toward a more benign mode in Soviet arms control, military, and
political objectives. For example, they view as decisive
precedents the Soviet Union's agreement, in principle, to deep
asymetrical force reductions and to on-site inspections.
-- Those who divine fundamental Soviet policy changes, hope that
the Soviet Union will now, with this INF treaty, somehow change
historical pattern of negotiation deceptions and treaty
its
violations. They place their trust in new Soviet words and
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overlook the proposed treaty's basic flaws and the Soviet Union's
continuing military buildup and aggression. They assume the
proposed asymetrical force reductions will verifiably take place
on the Soviet side without circumvention. They also tend to see
the treaty as a vital and indispensible step in an accelerating
process toward other agreements with the Soviet Union.
-- Those who feel this way need first to face up fully to the
flaws and adverse impact of the treaty exposed during the
ratification hearings. They should help assure that these are
corrected. In addition, the Congress should give a full hearing
to knowledgable Soviet exiles, like Vladimir Bukovsky and Natan
Sharansky, who can testify to the continuing realities and
threats of Soviet power.
-- 4. Allied Reaction. Some argue that treaty rejection, or
conditions or safeguards attached by the Congress, would raise
profound political concerns for our European Allies. But is not
the opposite argument at least equally valid?
Should we not
first be asking ourselves and our Allies the following relevant
questions to safeguard our security?:
o
First, is what we are getting really zero-zero, or is it
more like zero for us and increased capabilities for the Soviet
Union, along with strong new pressures within NATO countries for
defense disinvestment, denuclearization and neutralization?
o
Second, what are the dangerous consequences for NATO of
ratifying and implementing the proposed treaty as is and what
changes and conditions, including certain compliance and
programatic safeguards are required to give the treaty a sounder
basis and to give us confidence about our future security?
Such conditions should include Soviet compliance and safeguards
should include NATO agreement on specific modernization programs
(e.g. ATBMs, LANCE follow-on), phasing of drawdowns, proportional
responses to Soviet non-compliance etc..
o Third, why not take a stronger lead in working energetically
in the Congress and in Administration consultations with our
Allies to establish the basis for required treaty changes and
programatic safeguards?
-- 4. INF Treaty Critics are Bad for the Arms Control Process and
for Peace. Some treaty proponents brush off critiques and assert
that those who criticize the treaty don't want to "give peace a
chance" and will provoke war.
-- This assertion does not take account of the integrity of
either the critics or -the criticism. The assertion ignores
evident flaws and dangers associated with the treaty and the
broader INF-Summit package. It rejects the need to change the
treaty and to provide appropriate programatic safeguards.
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II - THE NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND NATIONAL DEBATE -SOME FUNDAMENTAL ARMS CONTROL LESSONS AND TREATY PROBLEMS
A.

A Systematic Review

It is high time for treaty proponents to reexamine their
optimistic rationales and to take a hard-headed look at certain
basic realities about the treaty before they firmly commit
themselves, the United States and our NATO Allies to the treaty's
ratification.
They may then recognize the need for major
amendments, reservations and safeguards.
If some in the Senate would now rush this necessary review
process, they should remember that the text of the treaty was not
forwarded to the Congress until January 25, some seven weeks
after it
had been signed at the December 7 summit, presumably
because of ongoing problems in its data and its provisions.
Furthermore, the treaty's negotiating record, requested by some
in the Congress, was not forwarded until February 12. This record
will apparently play an important role for those who requested it
and may engender new concerns and debate.
I
January 25 and February 12 are relatively recent dates. The
treaty's full consideration should not suffer from unrealistic
deadlines. It must be recognized that the serious questions
relating to the treaty -past Soviet violations, data
discrepancies, ineffective verification, weakened deterrence,
postponed SDI, delinkage from broader aspects of Soviet behavior,
etc. -simply cannot be wished away by treaty proponents.
Rejection, amendments, reservations and safeguards will all have
to be carefully considered during the ratification process.
B.

"Detente," "Perestroika" and the Growing Soviet Threat-The Soviet Union: New Styles, Old Threats

A review of both new and old US-Soviet "detente" policies must be
part of the current national debate on the INF treaty and May
summit. The debate must recognize the critical
situation brought
about by failed arms control approaches, diplomatic illusions
about our principal adversaries, by growing threats, and by the
cumulative impact of the declining US defense investment, which
is now in its fourth year.
One's view of the INF treaty and its
wider policy context is
significantly affected by how one views the Soviet Union. It is
apparent that treaty proponents hoping for fundamental Soviet
change appear ready to take major risks with US and Allied
security.
In contrast, most critics
of the INF treaty believe that, far
from moderating Soviet behavior, the INF treaty is likely to be
exploited militarily and politically by the Soviet Union. They
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tend to view the major foreign threats to the United States and
her allies as deriving principally from the Soviet Union. They
see the Soviet Union as fundamentally remaining what it has been
for 70 years -- since its first leaders overthrew the Social
Democratic government that had replaced the Russian czars.
In fact, the evidence of Soviet actions demonstrates that the
Soviet Union remains a revolutionary and expansionist
totalitarian regime. As in the past, it is ruled repressively by
a hierarchical party holding a monopoly of power and privilege.
The Communist Party and the Soviet Union remain bunkered behind
their Berlin Walls and Iron Curtains determined to expand their
power globally so long as any democracies remain outside their
total control,
Today, new soviet leaders are using a new vocabulary of
"glasnost" and "perestroika." They claim new "openness" and
"restructuring."
Such Soviet words, a more adroit Soviet public
diplomacy and an intensive Soviet disinformation effort have
proved seductive in the democratic west even though basic Soviet
realities remain fundamentally unchanged.
Reformist Soviet words notwhithstanding, the leaders of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union have not yielded their
party's monopoly powers. They have not permitted free speech,
free elections and free worship. They have not torn down their
walls of political apartheid, or closed down their gulag.
They
have not reversed their military buildup, let their allies be
independent, or pulled their troops and those of their militant
allies out of Aghanistan, Angola, Central America and Southeast
Asia. Though the Gorbachev Doctrine may not sound like the
Brezhnev Doctrine, it is essentially the same.
The new Soviet leaders have brought new illusions and dangers as
the self-deceptive temptation persists throughout the Western
democracies to ignore the realities and lessons of past and
present Soviet behavior. Consideration of the current INF treaty
proposals must be informed by the bitter experience of the 70's
"Detente I" period. This should make us extremely cautious about
the risks of forgetting about the lessons of Detente I and
jumping helter-skelter into a new one-way "Detente II."
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III -

THE BITTER LESSONS OF 1970's "DETENTE" -LESSONS NOT LEARNED

In an earlier period of supposed Soviet reform and US-Soviet
detente. during the 1970's, the United States placed much faith
in Soviet declarations, in unilateral US restraint and in a
series of US-Soviet agreements on arms control, trade, exchanges
and human rights.
A.

Agreements Made and Broken

The "detente" arms control agreements included SALT I and the ABM
Treaty of 1972, the Biological Weapons Convention of 1972, the
Threshold Test Ban Treaty of 1974, the Peaceful Nuclear
Explosions Treaty of 1976, and the SALT II Treaty of 1979. In
addition, the Helsinki Final Act of 1975 included human rights
and confidence building measures (CBMs) to reduce the risks of
war.
Each of these international agreements was fully complied with by
the United States and each was violated by the Soviet Union. The
arms control treaties had serious verification problems and
asymetrical adverse impacts on US security. The Helsinki Accords
were violated and the Helsinki Monitors arrested throughout the
Soviet Block.
The Accords' confidence-building-measures were
violated in a large-scale Soviet military exercise directed
against Poland.
The two strategic arms limitation agreements (SALT I and SALT II)
incorporated a strange form of supposed "arms control."
They
included serious verification problems and legitimized major USSoviet inequities and large increases in the number of Soviet
strategic ballistic
missile warheads. The ABM treaty also
involved major ambiguities, problems and risks.
o
The SALT I "Interim" Agreement of 1972 (an Executive
Agreement, not a treaty) was scheduled to expire in 1977. It was
highly unequal in its designated weapons ceilings, permitted
substantial growth and gave the Soviets major advantages. The
agreement was accompanied by the Jackson Amendment and by Joint
Chiefs of Staff testimony requesting future arms control
equalities and robust ongoing US defense modernization and
research programs as safeguards. However, the concerns expressed
in the Amendment and by the JCS were left essentially unmet even
as the Soviet Union cynically exploited the SALT I Agreement
throughout the 1970's.
o
The proposed SALT II Treaty of 1979 was described by the
Senate Armed Services Committee as "unequal in favor of the
Soviet Union," and as "not in the national security interests of
the United States of America." It was headed for substantial
amendments or outright defeat and was finally scuttled by
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President Carter, without being ratified,
invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979.

following the

Soviet

o
The ABM Treaty of 1972 involved numerous ambiguities and
held the United States in a deterrent posture of exclusive
reliance on MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction). It led to a
substantial reduction in US research and development programs on
strategic defense, even as the Soviet Union increased its own
efforts.
-- These flawed and violated agreements were permitted to stand
for years. Although the SALT I Agreement had expired in 1977 and
was violated by the Soviets, the United States did not put SALT I
behind us until 1986. Similarly, the SALT II Treaty, though
unratified and violated by the Soviets in its core provisions,
was also not put behind us until 1986, some months after the
December 31, 1987 date when it was scheduled to expire had it
been ratified.
-- Surprisingly, some members of Congress still
urge unilateral
US adherence to the SALT I and SALT II agreements.
And to this
day the US continues to adhere unilaterally to the ABM Treaty and
to argue about "broad" or "narrow" interpretations of the treaty
as if the treaty had not long ago been broken by Soviet
violations.
-- It is time to assure unequivocably that the failed arms
control approaches of the 1970's are rejected as precedents for
the INF treaty.
Historically, unsound arms control agreements
have assumed a life of their own in restricting US programs-notwithstanding lack of equality, lack of ratification and the
evidence of Soviet violations. Because of this reality, the
proposed INF treaty must be rejected as is, or its flaws
corrected and programatic safeguards confirmed by law, before the
treaty is ratified and the US begins to comply with any of its
provisions.
B.

US Defense Cut-Backs, Retrenchment and Credits; Soviet
Military Build-Up and Aggression

Significant experiences and lessons
period include the following:

of the

1970's

"Detente

1"

-- 1. US Military Drawdowns. During the 1970's the United States
greatly cut back its defense programs.
In the strategic area,
the US: canceled the B-1 strategic bomber; delayed the MX ICBM,
the D-5 "Trident" SLBM, and strategic cruise missile production;
terminated MX ICBM production; put our strategic defense research
on the back burner and closed down our ABM facilities at Grand
Forks AFB, N.D.. While the Soviets continued their buildup, the
US unilaterally reduced the number of its nuclear weapons by
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about one-third and reduced its nuclear megatonage by threefourths.
-- 2. US Retrenchment & US Credits. While reducing its defenses
the US also retrenched abroad. This included the withdrawal of
all US combat forces from South Vietnam in 1973 and the surrender
in 1975 of our allies there and in Cambodia and Laos to North
Vietnam's Soviet-supplied divisions, which crudely broke the
Armistice Accords the North Vietnamese had signed and the Soviets
had guaranteed two years earlier.
-- During the "detente" period the US rejected linkage with
Soviet military aggression or human rights abuses (with
Administrations opposed to the Jackson-Vannick Amendment) and the
US provided generous credits and advanced technology to the
Soviets. We thereby underpinned the Soviet military-industrial
complex and bailed out the backward Soviet economy, while
undercutting the Soviet Union's incentives for moderation or for
undertaking fundamental economic and political reforms.
Caught
by the same illusory self-deception, our allies succumbed to
similar policies.
-- 3. "Detente" Critics. In the 1970's, as now, there were those
like Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson and Ronald Reagan who sounded
Churchillian alarms about the continued totalitarian challenge
and who proposed more realistic policies toward the Soviet Union.
Such critics were denounced, as similar voices are today.
They
were said to be opposed to peace, inappropriately to link diverse
aspects of Soviet behavior and US-Soviet relations, and (in
President Carter's phrase) to have "an inordinate fear of
Communism."
-- 4. Soviet Build-up and Expansionism. The historical facts at
that time clearly contradicted official optimism and backed the
critics of "Detente I." In sharp contrast with US restraint
during the 70's "detente" period, the Soviet Union pocketed
America's misplaced trust and stepped up its arms buildup on an
unprecedented scale. The Soviets deployed a vast array of new
weapons systems as we reduced or postponed major US programs. At
the same time, the Soviet Union violated its major international
obligations on arms control, international behavior and human
rights.
-- During the "detente" period, the Soviet leaders were far from
practicing "peaceful coexistence" and "negotiation, not
confrontation," as they had promised in the US-Soviet "Moscow
Declaration" in 1972.
Instead, they their Block's militant
allies to go on the attack, waging war with tens of thousands of
invasion troops in South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos (1975),
Angola (1975) and Ethiopia (1976).
In the Middle East, the
Soviets egged on their allies to attack Israel, most notably
during the Yom Kippur War of 1973, and to attack US interests and
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diplomats in Iran in 1979.
Afghanistan was invaded by Soviet
divisions in 1979. Soviet-directed subversion was stepped up in
Central and South America. During the "detente" decade, Sovietsupported terrorist efforts and disinformation campaigns notably
increased throughout the world.
-- Within their own Block, the Soviets pressured their Polish
allies not to undertake major reforms desired by the Polish
people. Practicing no moderation in their imperial ambitions and
activities abroad, the Soviet leaders violated the international
human rights standards of the Helsinki Final Act and made no
fundamental reforms with regard to their repressive totalitarian
system at home or within their Block.
-- In the face of the reality that 1970's "detente" was a
unilateral hope, the West's "detente" illusions persisted and its
vulnerabilities increased with each passing year.
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IV - REAGAN REALISM AND PEACE THROUGH STRENGTH IN THE CAUSE
OF FREEDOM -- A FOCUS ON THE REAGAN ARMS CONTROL CRITERIA
Today we should remember that until the presidency of Ronald
Reagan, most in the-Executive Branch and in the Congress, as well
as most of our democratic Allies, simply refused to recognize the
truth about this abysmal Soviet "detente" record even as the
Soviet Union continued its aggressive behavior and as the danger
to our security and our freedoms increased.
Until President Reagan's leadership brought a dramatic change,
most senior US officials in the Carter, Ford and Nixon
administrations, with very rare exceptions, fell prey to
selfdeceptive illusions of the 1970's "detente." Thus, they opposed
sound arms control standards; neglected requisite US defense
modernization, including strategic defense; rejected efforts to
resist Soviet aggression and support freedom fighters abroad; and
downplayed the need for stepping up broadcasts and other efforts
to reach out to those in the Soviet Block and throughout the
world yearning for peace with ' sedom.
One of the clearest changes in policy from his predecessors
occured early in President Reagan's first Administration in the
area of US-Soviet relations and arms control. Those who today
claim that the proposed INF treaty and the overall framework of
current US policy on arms control and US-Soviet relations conform
with those declared Reagan policies, need to refresh their memory
about his 1980 campaign and his subsequent policy declarations.
Drawing on numerous official statements, reports and directives,
President Reagan's chief arms control objectives and related
policy perspectives could be summarized as follows:
-- 1.
Arms control is not an end in itself, but should be
related directly to US defense and linked to Soviet behavior. It
should be undertaken and judged in terms of. whether or not it
contributes to US and Allied security and global stability. From
this perspective, reaching no agreement is better than concluding
a bad agreement and the best safeguard for deterring war is a
policy of peace through strength.
-- 2.
Arms control should not be divorced from the broader
aspects of Soviet military and political behavior, including
aggression abroad and suppression of human rights at home.
-- 3. Arms control must not legitimize arms buildups, or merely
slow the rate of growth, as had the arms "escalation" agreements
SALT I and II. Instead, there should be significant reductions.
In November 1981 the US proposed deep reductions to zero in
Soviet and US INF systems and in May 1982 proposed a 1/3, or
more, cut in strategic ballistic missiles and about a 1/2 cut in
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their warheads
(intended to lead to equitable,
verifiable and stabilizing results).

effectively

-- 4.1 Arms reductions must be to equal and stabilizing levels and
remaining US forces must be able to carry out their assigned
missions of deterrence and defense.
-- 5. Arms control agreements must be "effectively" verifiable in
all their provisions. This policy consciously contrasted with
prior administrations' views (e.g. the Carter Administration)
that "adequate" verfication was sufficient if violations could be
detected in time to prevent (some undefined) "unacceptable"
military risks. -- 6. To be serious about arms control is to be serious about
full Soviet compliance. There was to be no coverup of Soviet
violations, as candidate Reagan had charged in his 1980 platform
about the Carter Administration. President Reagan's General
Advisory Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament, as well as a
high level interagency Arms Control Verification Ccrcmittee were
requested by the President early in his Administration to prepare
detailed reports to the President, and later to the Congress,
describing the extensive pattern of Soviet arms control
violations. Full Soviet compliance with all treaty provisions was
declared to be a prerequisite for any future arms control
agreements.
In sum, when President Reagan's declared arms control objectives
and criteria above are applied to the proposed INF treaty
currently before the Congress and to the broader summit package,
it is demonstrably clear how substantially these have been
undermined and pushed aside recently by summit fever and US
concessions.
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V -

THE INF TREATY'S FATAL FLAWS AND DANGERS -AND ARMS CONTROL OBJECTIVES ABANDONED

INF treaty proponents
ratified now on its
consideration not be
control negotiations,

REAGAN REALISM

ask that the treaty be judged and quickly
own merits. They are insistent that its
linked to any broader issues of other arms
Soviet behavior and US-Soviet relations.

Proponents claim two chief merits in particular for the treaty:
1) asymetrical reductions and 2) on-site verification. In theory,
these constitute impressive US negotiation accomplishments which
mark very significant improvements over the moratoria or small
reductions propoposed for so many years by the Soviet Union and
over the moratoria (whether unilateral or bilateral) proposed by
US advocates of a nuclear "freeze."
As discussed below, however, these two most highly touted pillars
of the proposed treaty in practice do not pass careful scrutiny
and deserve a far less optimistic assessment. In fact, both the
reduction and the verification pillars of the INF treaty can be
circumvented fairly easily by the Soviet Union and both bring
major new risks to us and our Allies.
In practice, NATO will
lose a unique deterrent capability and sensitive classified
information, while the Soviet Union will retain the capability to
get back everything it gave at the negotiation table and more.
As reviewed below, the United States would be significantly worse
off militarily and politically in Europe with this INF treaty
than we are now without it and than we were before NATO's "double
track" decision of December 1979. Our best nuclear deterrent in
NATO would have been removed, with major new pressures encouraged
for rapidly removing even more of our deterrent without having
assured corresponding NATO defense modernization programs to meet
the Soviet threat. Meanwhile, under the treaty the Soviet Union
could readily retain military capabilities equal to or
substantially greater than they currently possess.
Set against President Reagan's sound and long-standing arms
control criteria described above, the major flaws directly
associated with the proposed INF treaty and requiring amendment,
reservation and/or programatic safeguard include the following:
A.

The Treaty Rewards Soviet Non-compliance.

The proposed INF treaty obliges the US to undertake a new arms
control agreement removing its best nuclear deterrent from Europe
even though the Soviet Union has failed to comply with existing
agreements. Ratification of the IN7 treaty would repudiate
President Reagan's explicit compliance policy, reward Soviet
violations, and encourage the Soviets to pick which provisions
and which agreements it wishes to honor.
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The President's Compliance Policy. The treaty repudiates the
President's March 10, 1987 unambiguous assurance to the Congress,
and signal to the Soviet leaders, that Soviet
"compliance with
past arms control agreements is an an essential prerequisite for
future arms control agreements ....
Strict compliance with all
provisions of arms control agreements is fundamental, and this
Administration will not accept anything less."
--

-- Unanswered Inquiries. Explicit Congressional inquiries tc the
Administration on this fundamental policy matter (as in January
1988 correspondence from Congressman Jack Kemp to Secretary of
State Shultz) have been left unanswered by US officials even
though Members had sought explanations and a reversal of this
repudiation of the President's stated compliance policy.
B.

The Treaty's Data Discrepancies.

The treaty's data base as provided in the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) on Data at the December 1987 summit appears
to contain major data discrepancies.
These include inadequate
missile photos (e.g. for the SS-20 and SS-23) and missile and
launcher numbers and sites as provided by the Soviets. Such data
discrepancies have been publicly outlined in questions from
Congressman Jack Kemp to the Secretary of State and in the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee's Minority Staff report of January
25, 1988 on the INF Treaty: Does It Decrease--Or Increase--The
Danger of Nuclear War?"
Major INF treaty data problems include the following:
-- 1. The INF Treaty's "Backfire Problem."
If the US does not
resolve the wide range of data problems before treaty
ratification, it is inviting massive problems after ratification.
Without such resolution, the US cannot have any assurance that we
are verifying the treaty's required dismantlements. We would be
repeating on a treaty-wide scale the "Backfire Problem" of SALT
II in which US negotiators during the Carter Administration
accepted as valid Soviet information and claims about the Soviet
Backfire Bomber's range and capability which were invalid when we
received them and which should have been rejected outright as a
fraud.
-- 2. SS-20 and SS-23 Missile Photos. The INF treaty's SS-20
photo was first inappropriately provided at the December 1987
summit as a fascimile copy, was then delivered weeks late and has
left continuing major doubts about its
accuracy. The Soviets'
murky SS-23 photo omitted a "connecting section" and resulted in
a US demarche to the Soviets at the very time the Department of
State spokesman was inappropriately assuring Congressman Kemp and
others who had raised questions about the Soviets' photos, that
"we don't have any reason to doubt the authenticity of the SS-20
photograph or any others."
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-- 3. Missiles and Launchers. Among the treaty's missile and
launcher number questions are the fact that while NATO has long
held that there were 441 SS-20 launchers, the Soviets said there
were only 405. Similarly, the number of SS-20 missiles, including
"non-deployed" missiles may be off by anywhere from 50 to some
300 or 600 or more -- a military very significant number. Other
reported data problems include issues involving the SS-23
launchers and missiles and the SS CX 4 ground-launched cruise
missile.
-- 4. Unanswered Congressional Inquiries and Official Confusion.
Specific data concerns raised by Senators and Congressmen,
including Senator Jesse Helms and Congressman Jack Kemp, have not
been resolved by the Administration. However, the Department of
State has publicly acknowledged data "difficulties" during the
rushed December summit negotiations. Its official spokesman
admitted on January 6, 1988 that: "we all do know that from day
to day we were dealing with different numbers, and we never had a
chance in that busy period to figure out why the US always seemed
to have different figures."
-- 5. US Estimates: Wide Ranges and Errors. Thus far, the
Administration, at least the Department of State, has publicly
taken the position that notwithstanding certain data
difficulties, it can still "see no information or indication that
there was any deception involved by the Soviets" and that "in the
end, the overall data provided to us by the Soviets fits
within
our intelligence community estimates."
-- However such public assertions mask the facts that serious
Congressional inquiries about relevant INF data have not been
resolved by the Administration and that data disputes reportedly
continue within the US intelligence community. Clearly, the range
in official US estimates apparently is very great, meaning that
our margin of error, and our related uncertainties and
verification limitations must be very great as well. The
intelligence community's acknowledgements of these wide ranges of
uncertainty and error will require careful consideration by the
Congress.
- 6. Soviet Deception. Past Soviet negotiation deceptions in the
SALT arms control negotiations during the 1970s should make us
extremely cautious to rely on any INF data the Soviet Union
provides us which we cannot independently verify before we sign
on to any agreement. Yet the treaty's data base is to be updated
30 days after the treaty comes into force, i.e. after the US
Congress and and the US Government have given the treaty their
final approval and trust. At that time, we can surely expect a
shorter data list with lower numbers from the Soviets, with
correspondingly fewer sites and lower data base, for any future
US inspections and validation. But by then it will be to late to
remedy the situation.
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7. The Future is Now. The treaty's data problems cannot be
esolved by placing hope in future inspections, as do
Promised
demonstration and Congressional treaty proponents.
inspections may be blocked or circumvented by the Soviets and
The evident data
effective inspections may never take place.
problems therefore require resolution and substantial further
assessment and further negotiation well before ratification, if
any confidence is to be placed in the treaty's data base.
--

C.

The Treaty's Ineffective Verification.

There are at least seven severe limitations to the INF treaty's
verification regime which mean that the proposed treaty cannot be
effectively verified. The judgement of the proposed treaty's
verifiability as being a "4 on a scale of 10," attributed to
former Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) Director
Kenneth Adelman, is probably close to the mark.
Some of the INF treaty's verification problems might be reduced
by improving future US intelligence assets. Such an effort should
be carefully considered, but it would be an expensive and long
Such improvements will not help in the near
term proposition.
future and, in any case, would still not be able to resolve
numerous intractable problems of likely deceptive or covert
Soviet practices.
The severe limitations evident in
regime include the following:

-

the INF treaty's verification

US officials acknowledge that the US does
-- 1. US Estimates.
not know accurately through its own intelligence how many spare
missiles the Soviets produced, or where and how these might be
sited.
The reported estimates range widely and have a high
For Soviet SS-20 missiles produced, for
margin of error.
example, the officially acknowledged margin of error is at least
50% beyond the 650 reported by the Soviets in the treaty's data
This uncertainty involves some 300 and as many as 600 or
base.
more SS-20 missiles with 900 to 1,800 or more warheads. (In terms
of major military significance, the number of warheads is many
times as large as that of the US Pershing II missile force we are
to eliminate and far larger than NATO's total programmed INF
deployment of 108 Pershing Il8 and 464 GLCMs).
-- 2. Data Discrepancies. The data discrepancies described above
also relate directly to our inability to monitor the treaty
accurately. It becomes impossible to monitor the treaty's
provisions effectively if, as noted above, we cannot have certain
confidence in the data base provided by the Soviet Union for all
Yet the Soviet data has differed
treaty-limited items.
significantly from our own estimates in important categories and
has been provided by a Soviet government which has deceived the
Unite& States on data in previous arms control negotiations.
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-- 3. No US Suspect Site Challeng Inspections "Anywhere. Anytime"
in the Soviet Union and Soviet "Inspectors" in the US. -- The
treaty provides on-site inspection rights only for specified
categories of treaty-limited systems and facilities for specified
times and according to specified procedures.
This potentially
involves several hundred sites. But the US will be limited in the
number and typesof inspections per year and we will not be able
to inspect "anywhere, anytime" any sites which are not already on
the specific and numerically limited list of categories of
facilities specified in the Protocol on Inspections and the
Memorandum of Understanding on Data.
-- The severe limitation on where, when and what we can actually
inspect under the treaty leaves virtually all of the Soviet Union
permanently closed to US inspectors. In practice, the US will be
forced to rely largely on our intelligence satellites. But the
Soviets are adept at camouflage and deception and their country
is extremely secretive and several times as large as ours.
Furthermore, our satellites have previously missed, at least for
long periods of time, such major Soviet military activities as
the construction of the giant radar at Krasnoyarsk or the storage
of SSCX4 cruise missiles and launchers now said by the Soviets to
be at a base in Latvia.
-- It should be noted that while the treaty presumes to be
comprehensive about former missile sites, we cannot inspect any
former site not listed by the Soviets in the treaty's Memorandum
of Understanding. Moreover, there is no indication in the treaty
concerning possible inspection of sites in Cuba associated with
SS-4 missile deployments at the time of the Kennedy-Khrushchev
agreement.
-- The US decision not to insist on "anywhere, anytime" challenge
inspections resulted from concerns about greatly intensified and
unwarranted intelligence efforts on the part of Soviet "INF
inspectors" in the United States who would be seeking sensitive
information going well beyond any possible INF concerns. But the
proposed treaty will result in at least 200 such Soviet
inspectors coming to the United States in any case. Furthermore,
serious US concerns about unwarranted Soviet intelligence
efforts, a concern compounded by major legal and fiscal
limitations on US counterintelligence efforts, do not obviate the
fact that by not having "anywhere, anytime" challenge inspections
in the treaty, -the United States foregoes a vital element in
deterring and in protecting itself against Soviet cheating.
The close relationship between
-- 4. SS-20/SS-25 Similarities.
the INF-banned SS-20 INF missile and the permitted strategic SS25 ICBM greatly complicates the treaty's verification.
The
Soviet Union's new mobile strategic missile, the SS-25 ICBM, now
being deployed, including at former SS-20 bases, has a first
stage essentially identical to and a second stage and launcher
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very similar to the supposedly banned SS-20 missile.
The
verification problems will therefore be severe. We could well
face a problem with more serious military consequences than that
of SALT II
nd the question of Soviet possible deployment of
operational Ls-16 ICBMs, a banned missile very similar to the SS20's stages.
-- 5. Cruise-Missiles. We cannot accurately gauge cruise missile
ranges, which means that the treaty's ban on cruise missiles
within certain ranges can be circumvented by Soviet production
and testing cruise missiles not overtly below or above, but near,
the proscribed range limits.- We also cannot accurately gauge the
differences, if any, between proscribed land-based cruise
missiles and permitted sea- or air-launched cruise missiles, thus
leaving a wide path to Soviet production and possible covert
deployment of land-based cruise missiles and mass production of
the sea- and air-launched systems to provide new INF
capabilities.
-- 6. Definitional and Other Problems.
Two detailed recent
reports on the proposed INF treaty describe a host of specific
definitional and other problems which will greatly complicate
future monitoring of the treaty's provisions. The first is the
aforementioned report on "The Treaty on Intermediate-range
Nuclear Weapons: Does it Decrease--or Increase--the Danger of
Nuclear War?" prepared by the Minority Staff of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and circulated by Senator Jesse Helms
on January 25, 1988. The second, is an "Article-by-Article Review
of the INF Treaty" published by the American Enterprise Institute
on February 3, 1988.
-- The provisions of the INF treaty contain numerous definitional
ambiguities involving capabilities, launchers, cannisters,
shrouding, testing, transit, dismantling, firing to destruction
and inspection procedures etc.. These ambiguities can be expected
significantly to cloud the INF verification picture in the
future, with a very serious carryover effect into the Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty (START) now being rushed to completion for
the US-Soviet summit this May.
-- 7. The Special Verification Commission. The poor record of the
existing US-Soviet Standing Consultative Commission for the ABM
Treaty and SALTI in clarifying such issues and related disputes
bodes ill for placing any hopes whatsoever in a similar "Special
Verification Commission" to be established under the INF treaty.
D.

The Treaty Undercuts NATO Deterrence

As noted above, the proposed INF treaty, though nominally
reducing both US and Soviet INF/SRINF missiles to zero, in fact
has such serious data discrepancies and verification weaknesses
that Soviet deception and circumvention are entirely plausible.
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Thus, as the US complies fully with the treaty and goes toward
zero, we can have no assurance that the Soviets will fully comply
with their part of the bargain any more than they have with the
many previous treaties they have broken.
But even if the INF treaty's data base were accurate and
trustworthy, verification effective, and full Soviet compliance
certain, the treaty would still greatly weaken NATO's deterrence
capabilities once our own INF missiles are removed. The reasons
include the following;
-- 1. The Loss of Unique Systems. The US would be giving up its
most credible deterrent forces, the only US forces deployed in
European countries that can rapidly (within 15 minutes for the
Pershing II), and with very high confidence, reach targets in
Soviet territory from which Soviet attacks can be launched or
supported.
Our shorter-range systems would destroy chiefly
Allied or East European, rather than Soviet territory. Our
aircraft are slower and would have to fly into heavily defended
air space.
-- 2. Soviet Redundancy and Circumventions. In contrast with the
United States, the Soviet Union does not suffer any net loss in
rapid delivery capability against European targets.
-- The Soviet Union can readily cover, with its great surplus of
strategic missiles, the regional targets previously covered by
its INF missiles.
The regional role of the Soviet SS-20
missiles can fairly readily be assumed by retargeting the surplus
of new Soviet strategic missiles, including the SS-25 ICBM
currently being deployed, or by the forthcoming new SS-24 ICBM
and the SS-18 follow-on ICBM. The potential INF role of the SS-25
is made even easier by the close similarity between the banned
SS-20 and the permitted SS-25.
-- The United States, in contrast, because of its far smaller
corresponding prompt hard-target capability against the huge
number of Soviet hard targets (including some 1,400 ICBM silos
and some 1,500 or more command-and-control bunkers), has no
surplus of strategic missiles that might be retargeted to handle
regional targets if US INF missiles are removed.
-- 3. Response to Across-the-Board Soviet Deployments.
NATO's
nuclear forces traditionally- are intended to deter a broad
spectrum of forces in which the Soviets have substantial
numerical advantages. NATO's 1979 decision to deploy Pershing II
and GLCM systems was not based solely (as is sometimes
inaccurately believed today) on the requirement to help redress
the Soviet deployment of the SS-20 INF missile.
-- The new US INF deployments were in part to respond to the
triple-warhead mobile SS-20 INF missiles the Soviets began to
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deploy in late 1976 at the rate of a missile per week on a base
of 600 deployed Soviet SS-4 and SS-5 INF missiles (while the US
had zero INF missiles). But the Pershing I9 and GLCMs were also
intended to respond to a wide range of other Soviet force
deployments as well.
These Soviet deployments included nuclear,
conventional and chemical forces and new systems such as the
Backfire bomber.
That new deterrence requirement remains for
NATO even if the SS-20 missiles go, but the requirement cannot be
equally credibly fulfilled by other NATO systems.
-- 4. Land-Basing, Coupling and Flexible Response.
In 1979 NATO
decided to deploy its new Pershing II and GLCM INF systems on
-land, and their role cannot be equaled with sea-based systems,
for two major reasons. First, because the Allies, headed by
Germany's Socialist Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, considered them a
far more visible and direct aspect of US-NATO coupling than seabased systems.
Second, since the launch of a sea-based theater
deterrent such as US Polaris missiles assigned regionally to NATO
cannot readily be distinguished by the Soviets from a US
strategic response, the sea-based systems are not as appropriate
for NATO's "flexible response" strategy and not as credible a
deterrent as land-based system.
-- These two factors remain true today, as testified to by former
NATO Comandant, General Bernard Rogers. As for air-launched
systems, these are fired from more vulnerable platforms, are far
slower (at least than the Pershings) and must penetrate heavily
defended Warsaw Pact air space.
-- 5. The Article XIV Problem and Constraints on UK or French
Modernization. The treaty requires in Article XIV that "the
Parties shall comply with this Treaty and shall not assume any
international obligations or undertakings which would conflict
with its provisions."
Yet such "undertakings" clearly extend
beyond the specific provisions of the treaty. US officials claim
that the Soviets no longer claim compensation for French and
British (strategic) nuclear systems and they have optimistically
asserted that this broad provision will not restrict standard US
cooperation with our Allies on non-treaty-limited systems.
However, Soviet officials are already complaining about Allied
modernization efforts as being against the spirit of the proposed
treaty.
-- The Soviets and can be expected to invoke this far-reaching
article with telling political effect in the future to evoke
support in Western anti-defense circles for their likely
interpretation of Article XIV as constraining NATO/UK/French, and
even FRG, modernization even though such modernization
constraints may not be directly addressed in the INF treaty.
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-- 6. NATO Nuclear Modernization, the "Montebello" Problem and
Wishful Thinking.
Treaty proponents appear to have great
confidence that as US INF forces and the German Pershing I
shorter-range INF missile disappear, NATO will act
programatically to implement its "Montebello Decision" of 1983.
They appear optimistic that NATO will finally agree on
significant modernization programs for NATO's deterrent forces to
include short-range nuclear missiles (e.g. the follow-on to the
88 LANCE short-range missiles deployed in Europe), dual capable
aircraft, and nuclear artillery.
-- These and other modern systems such as air- and sea-based
cruise missiles have been discussed, as by NATO's Defense
Ministers in Monterey, California in November 1987, as vital
"compensatory steps" needed after an INF agreement to ensure a
credible defense. In addition to nuclear force modernization
discussed at Montebello, Monterey and other NATO meetings, modern
conventional and chemical forces are also required by NATO to
deter the far larger Soviet forces and in the absence of any
effective verification or stabilizing reductions scenarios for
those types of forces.
-- Realistically speaking, there is much wishful thinking and
self-deception involved in entrusting NATO's future security to
what is closer to being a Montebello "Myth" than a Montebello
"Decision" on deploying compensatory new NATO deterrent systems.
Pressed by their Left, the European governments, and particularly
the Germans have continued to balk at supporting follow-on
Lances, etc.
-- Ironically, the most successful part of the Montebello process
thus far has been the unilateral removal of some 1,400 US nuclear
weapons and charges from Europe since 1983 (which followed an
earlier unilateral reduction of 1,000 nuclear weapons/charges
after 1979).
The Montebello process has thus far certainly not
assured the selection, financing or deployment of modern new NATO
forces.
-- 7. High Extra Costs -- This will be an Very Expensive Treaty.
Far from saving money, this will be a very expensive treaty.
There is no NATO agreement on financing most of the Montebello
modernization programs. There are not even budgeted US funds for
the large extra costs of dismantling the INF systems as required
by the treaty, or for the extra costs of implementing the
treaty's verification provisions and inspection procedures. There
will be huge costs to undertake conventional force improvements
made more essential by our INF drawdown. All of these costs are
high -- with hundreds of millions, indeed billions, of as yet
unbudgeted dollars involved. Moreover it will be impossible to
recover the $6-7 billion dollar investment sunken into the INF
systems which are slated to go.
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-- It is an ungainsayable reality that there is painfully little
evidence of a desire by NATO'S parliaments, specifically
including our own US Congress, to come up with.budgeted funds for
the very substantial extra costs associated with the INF treaty.
Furthermore, while "budget sharing" is a cry, and sometimes a
scapegoat in the US on NATO defense issues, the political and
parliamentary situations in Western Europe are likely to be
exacerbated rather than improved by US pressure on this matter.
-- Because of the growing fervor associated with the US-Soviet
summits and the hopes of genuine Soviet reform and a new EastWest "detente," NATO's Montebello modernization situation is
likely to deteriorate further with each future NATO meeting and
with each future defense budget vote within Western Europe's
parliaments. In addition, several candidate programs for force
modernization are encumbered by restrictions imposed by the US
Congress, for either fiscal or or other reasons, e.g. on the Army
Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) and Tactical Air to Surface
Missiles (TASM).
-- 8. Conventional Forces.
All of the adverse considerations
about the INF treaty's impact on deterrence and defense
modernization apply not only to nuclear weapons, as under
"Montebello," but also, as noted above, to the required, but very
expensive modernization of NATO's conventional forces. This is an
area in which force asymetries favoring the Soviet Union are
likely to increase and in which it has proved impossible thus far
to devise any arms reductions regime that is both stabilizing and
verifiable.
-- One of the systems the INF treaty will not permit NATO to
have, is the conventionally armed land-based GLCM (which could be
a suitable precision-guided weapon and would have the advantage
of being more readily dispersible than sea- or air-launched
cruise missiles). However, there are fundamental verification
problems associated with unarmed "drone" missiles (which are
permitted under the treaty), and sea- and air-launched cruise
missiles of all ranges (which are permitted under the treaty).
These problems not only greatly reduce the arms control utility
of the treaty's GLCM restriction, but may well enable the Soviet
Union to develop and deploy GLCMs covertly on a unilateral basis
if they so choose while we deny ourselves that right.
-- 9. Soviet Arms Control Proposals and Nuclear/CW Free Zones.
Growing domestic political pressures from Socialist and Green
parties in Europe -- as well as as well as heavy diplomatic
pressure from the Soviet Union, including Soviet proposals for
nuclear and chemical weapons (CW) free zones (which will
eliminate required US deterrents but not have assured
verification and compliance on the Soviet side) -will further
reduce the likelihood of gaining appropriate NATO force
modernization.
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-- In
West Germany,
in
particular,
pressures
for
dencuclearization and neutralism are clearly gaining major new
momentum from the proposed INF.agreement.
So are leftist
opposition to NATO force modernization and support for "free
zones" which would remove US forces across the Atlantic while
Soviet forces would move only several hundred miles East, within
close range of Western Europe. Since mid-1987, when the Federal
Republic of Germany's (FRG) government first felt strong
pressures to. throw its Pprshing Ia shorter-range INF missiles
into the super-powers' INF agreement, the Germans have felt
themselves to be an undesirably "singularized" NATO state with
regard to the stationing of remaining nuclear shorter-range
systems. This adverse situation is being very strongly exploited
by the FRG's Socialist (SPD), Liberal (FDP) and Green parties to
block force modernization and to endorse unsound Soviet arms
control proposals.
-- 10. NATO Commanders on the Future. Two former recent US
commanders of NATO, generals Alexander Haig and Bernard Rogers
have warned of the deleterious military consequences of removing
the US INF missiles and of not providing corresponding fiscal and
political resources to modernize NATO forces. The incumbent,
General John Galvin, has stated that substantial additional funds
must be spent in the wake of an INF agreement and that if they
are not provided, we will be in an increasingly dangerous
situation following US INF dismantlements. Regrettably, all three
generals, as well as over one thousand other concerned former
senior military officers who recently petitioned the President on
this issue, are likely to be proven right in their pessimistic
predictions.
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VI - MORE ON THE PRESENT DANGER -BROADER CONTEXT

THE INF TREATY IN ITS

In the rush of summit fever, INF treaty proponents are doing all
they can to divorce consideration of the substance of the
proposed INF treaty from the broader context of US policy on arm3
control negotiations, Soviet behavior and US-Soviet relations in
which the treaty is being advanced. Such an unintegrated and
shortsighted approach contributes new illusions and dangers and
makes America vulnerable to repeating past mistakes -- but this
time with even more serious and tragic consequences than in the
past.
Unless this dangerous situation is fully exposed and reversed,
serious Congressional misjudgements and Executive Department
concessions and risks are likely to be compounded as we near the
next summit meeting in Moscow this May.
A.

The INF-Summit Package and the Treaty's Linkage to Broader
Issues

A number of major interrelated issues must be considered together
on an integrated basis at US-Soviet summit meetings and in the
intensive prepatory ministerial meetings which precede the
summits. In recent summits, for example, the US-Soviet agenda has
included four major areas: arms control, regional issues, human
rights, and other bilateral issues including exchange programs
and trade.
Individually and collectively, such a wide range of issues are
currently the subject of Administration analysis and policy
options in the National Security Council and elsewhere as
Secretary of State Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister
Shevardnadze work on their monthly rounds of ministerial meetings
prior to the May summit.
It is clearly essential that during the INF ratification debate
parallel to
the Congress should adopt an integrated approach
that of the Executive Branch. These broader US-Soviet issues must
no more be divorced from integrated consideration during serious
Congressional review of the INF treaty than they should be
divorced during Executive Branch preparation for summit meetings.
They need to be linked as well to a coherent longer-term strategy
toward the Soviet Union.
Finally, not only the specific concerns and recommendations
concerning the INF treaty, but also such broader issues, should
be reflected in safeguarding amendments, reservations or
conditions to be atL -hed to the proposed treaty as part of the
ratification process.
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B. Some Critical Broader Issues.
Along with the fundamental flaws in the INF treaty's provisions
and its dangers for NATO deterrence,
broader issues to be
considered as part of the INF treaty-summit package should
include the following:
-- 1. The Continuing Soviet Military Buildup. Two just-released
annual reports to the Congress prepared by the Secretary of
Defense and by the Joint Chiefs of Staff -- like the Defense
Department's detailed annual assessments of "Soviet Military
Power" -- vividly demonstrate that while the United States is in
its fourth year of declining defense investment and is currently
being forced by Congressionald restrictions to undertake
substantial force cuts, the Soviet military buildup continues
across the boara at a very high pace with force deployments far
greater than ours.
-- As enumerated in the Pentagon's official reports, the
unwarranted Soviet military buildup extends far beyond any
plausible Soviet defensive needs. It follows the huge unilateral
Soviet buildups of the 1970's "detente" period and includes
offensive and defensive as well as central, regional and force
projection systems.
Unhindered by fiscal or environmentalist
constraints, many of the newer Soviet weapons systems are highly
mobile (as the new rail/road based SS-25 and SS-24 ICBMs), a
deployment mode which clearly enhances their survivability and
their adaptability for camouflage and for covert deployment.
-- Notwithstanding Mikhail Gorbachev's words, the Soviet
deployments go on and on.
As summarized in a January 19, 1987
speech by CIA Deputy, Robert Gates: "Despite Soviet rhetoric, we
still
see no lessening their weapons production .... Virtually all
of their principal strategic weapons will be replaced with new,
more sophisticated systems by the mid-1990s, and a new bomber is
being added ......
-- In addition to its continuing strategic force buildup, the
Soviet Union's naval, aircraft and armor buildups are perhaps
best known. But as detailed in the Defense Department's November
1987 report on "The Soviet Space Challenge," the Soviet Union is
also going all out to dominate space. The Pentagon report makes
clear that while the Soviet leaders are pushing US negotiators
and the US Congress to kill the US SDI program, and are claiming
to be opposed to "the militarization of space," the Soviet
military buildup includes a massive effort, far beyond the
relatively modest US SDI program, to achieve Soviet war-fighting
dominance in space-based offensive and defensive systems.
-- As reported by the Defense Department, the Soviet effort is
clearly producing a widening and dangerous gap between Soviet and
US efforts in this area. It should be clear that he who controls
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-- 2. Soviet Military Doctrine and Strategic Deception. The
Soviet military buildup combines with Soviet doctrines which
Under Mikhail
stress surprise, attack, deception and victory.
Gorbachev -- as in his book Perestroika -- Soviet leaders have
continued their strong affirmation of the Brezhnev Doctrine on
maintaining Soviet military/political dominance against "antisocialist" deviations among Soviet allies while vigorously
directing and bankrolling pro-Soviet forces in wars of "national
liberation" directed against the Western democracies around the
globe.
-- These factors, and others such as construction of some 1,500
or more Soviet command and control bunkers, deep tunneling
activity and force projection expansion as described in the
Defense Department's reports on "Soviet Military Power," give the
lie to current major Soviet strategic deception efforts on
supposed "new" defensive-oriented Soviet military doctrines, on a
less militarily-focused Soviet economy and on global "openness"
and "peaceful competition."
On the contrary, current Soviet
military programs indicate that the Soviet leaders in practice
reject the Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) doctrine which still
governs US deterrence, and that they in fact believe that they
can prevail in a nuclear war and in an intensification of the
global struggle against the United States and the other
democracies.
-- The ongoing Soviet military programs described publicly by the
Defense Department and by US intellligence officials clearly
demonstrate an increased, rather than decreased Soviet drive to
achieve military dominance, and to use Soviet and Soviet proxy
forces to subvert and blackmail other nations or to prevail in
all possible military conflicts throughout the globe and
including space. These Soviet programs and practices must surely
be taken fully into account in considering any reduction in US
deterrent forces and in placing trust in any new arms control
agreements with the Soviet Union --whether involving INF, START,
strategic defense, nuclear testing, conventional or chemical
forces.
-3. Soviet Aggression and Arms Control Disinformation;
Congressional Constraints on Freedom Fighters; and US Diplomatic
Concessions must also be fully taken into account in their
dangerous cumulative impact on the INF-Summit package.
As the proposed INF treaty is being
-Soviet Aggression.
considered by the Congress, Soviet troops and those of its
militant allies such as Cuba, Vietnam and Nicaragua continue to
wage war in a large number of countries including Afghanistan,
Angola, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Cambodia
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and Laos.
Soviet-directed and bankrolled subversion, terrorism
and disinformation continues apace throughout the globe.
-- Regrettably, US Government reports detailing these aggressive
Soviet activities are little noted in the Congress and the media,
although they offer essential material for the current debate on
the linkage between INF treaty considerations, Soviet behavior
and US-Soviet relations. The-official US reports include the
cited Defense Department reports and other detailed official
reports on Cuban/Sandinista activities in Central America, Soviet
warfare ir. Afghanistan, and intensified Soviet disinformation
activities.
-- Soviet arms control disinformation activities -- include a
broad range of high priority Soviet arms control efforts focused
on unilateralist "peace" and church groups. These Soviet
activities have been described in several Congressional reports
and have been detailed in a recent Department of State
publication "Soviet Influence Activities: A Report on Active
In this regard, the Defense
Measures and Propaganda, 1986-7."
Department's annual publication on "Soviet Military Power" has
also outlined the special "maskirova" (deception) role of the
"Directorate of Strategic Deception" established at the beginning
of the SALT I negotiations in 1969 at senior levels of the Soviet
General Staff under General Nikolai Ogarkov.
-- Congressional Constraints on Freedom Fighters. As part of a
continuing pressure for further US retrenchment in the face of
threatening Soviet activity, cuts imposed by the leaders of the
Democrat majority in the Congress have critically undercut our
governent's ability to assist freedom fighters to resist Sovietsponsored warfare and subversion.
-- US Diplomatic Concessions on Regional Conflicts. At the same
time, no doubt under pressure both of Congressional restrictions
and summit fever, US diplomacy leaning in the Soviet Union's
direction on regional issues has gone into high gear as the INF
treaty is before the Senate. In this situation, the Department of
reportedly pressing toward major
State, in
particular, is
concessions in US agreements with the Soviet Union or the
Soviets' Communist clients in Afghanistan, Nicaragua, Angola,
Mozambique, and, perhaps Cambodia.
-- These agreements would asymetrically cut off US military
assistance to those fighting Soviet-inspired aggression and
dictatorships in exchange for Soviet/Sandinista promises for
future compliance on Soviet troop removal, Sandinsta
Similarly, in the Middle-East, the
democratization, etc. etc.
Department of State is pressing Israel to make major territorial
and political concessions preceding negotiations and is seeking
to reverse four decades of US opposition to an international
peace conference including the Soviet Union.
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-- While the Congress has focused on the INF treaty aspects of
current US-Soviet summit preparations, the very important and
interreleated elements of aggressive Soviet behavior and weakened
US diplomatic and security policy described above have been
largely brushed aside by treaty supporters.
However, the fact
that these elements are part of the overall INF-Summit package
and that they involve proposed deals with significant diplomatic,
military and ethical asymetries must cause such proposed deals to
be the subject of closest scrutiny and critique by the Congress
as part of the INF treaty ratification review.
-- 3. INF, START, and Restricting/Delaying SDI. SDI is directly
endangered by current deals involving INF and emerging on START
and Defense and Space negotiations. A pre-ratification political
deal on INF between the Administration and Democratic Senators
appears to involve a US commitment. to a "narrow" interpretation
of the ABM Treaty.
The START and Defense negotiations have
involved consideration of a US commitment to the ABM Treaty of 710 more years.
-Such deals on SDI are emerging even though the ABM Treaty has
long ago been broken by Soviet violations and in spite of
increasing evidence of Soviet preparations for a full scale
breakout.
Caught by summit fever and unsound arms control
pressures, the United States now risks delaying or constraining
the accelerated phased deployment of our best defense insurance
policy -- SDI, thereby fulfilling the Soviet Union's highest arms
control negotiation priority.
-Commenting on the clear Soviet objective of paralysing the US
SDI program while accelerating Soviet strategic defense programs,
former Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger stated last
November 21 (in a letter to Congressman Jack Kemp): "the thrust
of the Soviet proposal is to impose artificial constraints on SDI
that will prevent us from developing and deploying strategic
defenses.... (and their proposal on testing paramaters) contains
many loopholes and is unverifiable."
-On these issues, the INF-Summit package, START and SDI are
directly intertwined in their risks and must be addressed as
such. A prudent START agreement may not be ready on its own terms
because of inherent major problems (involving data base,
verification, modernization, mobile systems, SLCMs, etc.), and
would therefore be dangerous to conclude in a rush at the next
summit.
But at least as important as the emerging START agreement's
flaws, is the connection between START and SDI. Postponing
initial SDI deployments for 7-10 years, as currently contemplated
in the context of START or of a new treaty involving strategic
defenses, would be an extremely high and unacceptably dangerous
US price to pay for any "arms control" treaty -- whether
--
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involving INF, START or strategic defense.
Regretably, few
Americans as yet realize that this is a price which is, in fact,
becoming an integral component of the INF and START treaty
packages and of our nation's emerging arms control framework
being presented to the Congress as the US approaches the summit
meeting in Moscow this May.
-- 4. Bailing Out the Soviet Economy Again. With summit fever
and the aura of a new "detente," pressure is increasing for
providing further generous US credits, advanced technology and a
wide range of new joint commercial ventures to the Soviet Union.
-- Currently, such US credits to the Soviet Union are subsidized
by US taxpayers at rates (about 7%) well below commercial rates
we would have to pay and at a high volume of some $24 billion a
year, of which some $18 billion a year is provided as "untied"
loans not liked to any specific purpose.
US taxpayers' money
provides a very significant proportion of the Soviet Union's
annual hard currency earnings.
-- The Soviets are now also entering Western bond markets, thus
competing for funds and raising interest rates. There has even
been discussion about the US granting the Soviet Union Most
Favored Nation (MFN) status, in spite of the fact that US
officials have in the past recognized the linkage between
consideration of such status and the Helsinki Accords human
rights obligations, which the Soviets have consistently violated.
-- The generous monies we provide to the Soviet Union, as well as
the increasing flow of advanced US technology clearly help the
Soviet leaders avoid having to undertaking fundamental reforms
for their ailing economy and are instead likely to be used by the
Soviets to fuel their continued military buildup. Our hard
currency subsidization of the Soviet Union greatly helps the
Soviets to bankroll its proxy forces to subvert and fight against
the cause of freedom throughout the globe. (The Soviet Union, for
example, supports Cuba at the rate of $5 billion a year and
Nicaragua at some $2-3 million a day.)
-- In the rush of summitry and to "Detente II," the process of US
taxpayers and businesses subsidizing the Soviet Union is picking
up steam, especially in the Commerce and State Departments. The
Defense Department's role in scrutinizing such deals and
transfers from a security viewpoint is reportedly under
increasing bureaucratic siege. As part of its review of the INFSummit Package Congress should investigate and reverse these
dangerous developments.

